We present a hierarchical principle for 
Introduction
C. elegans is a one of the major animal model organisms used to study fundamental questions in development and behavior [1] . Indeed, C. elegans was the first animal whose genome was completely sequenced [2] , leading to new tools for genome-wide functional analysis. With the discovery of RNAi in C. elegans [3, 4] , and the development of new resources [5, 6] , it is possible to interfere with the function of most of the ~20,000 genes in vivo. These advancements have led to a new wave of genome-wide screening, leading to the identification of entire sets of genes required for a number of key developmental and physiological processes.
A feature of C. elegans that enables such highthroughput functional genomic analyses is the ability to cultivate it in liquid media. Given their small size (1mm as a mature adult), C. elegans can be cultured in a well of a 96-well plate. Using automated liquid handling robots, it is possible to conduct thousands of experiments per week, assaying various perturbation conditions and mutations, and to analyze the resulting effect on -or phenotype of -the organism.
Phenotypic analysis is the most complex aspect of a large-scale screen and is currently carried out mostly by expert manual annotation. This tends to be a pain-staking process that is slow, qualitative and, for large-scale projects, potentially error-prone. The lack of automated quantitative analysis of complex phenotypes from image data is thus a major obstacle to high-throughput screening. From the computer vision perspective, the challenge remains largely unmet because the images are not easily segmented and are complex in terms of object recognition. This type of challenge is common in biological image analysis, and addressing this major hurdle would remove one of the primary bottlenecks in this type of work.
Some progress in analyzing images from screens has been made.
Quantitative phenotypes based on the measurement of numerous morphological characters using fluorescent markers have been analyzed in the single celled yeast S. cerevisiae [7] and in cell lines from Drosophila or human [8] . In C. elegans, quantitative phenotypic analysis has been applied to locomotion [9, 10] , subcellular phenotypes in the developing embryo [11] , and behavior [12, 13] . One of the most fundamental phenotypes to measure is survival or, conversely, lethality. This basic phenotype can be used to test different genetic perturbations or environmental conditions, including temperature or the effects of small chemical molecules and drugs.
Here we present a hierarchical approach to measure the number of embryos, larvae and adults in an image within seconds, and therefore perform C. elegans developmental stage recognition (DevStaR 96-well plates and the output measurement of the classified objects These data enable the calculation o survival phenotype from images of populations. Importantly, this algorith in a prototype system that is curre functioning C. elegans laboratory. The goal of DevStaR is to label each as one of four classes: adult worm, larv this application, we consider these as i background ( Figure 1 ). The successfu labeling of these images is a signif computer vision. There is a large varia illumination both across individual i between images. The computer vision be effective on all images. We must be categorize all animals (objects) in the im overlaps, and deformations of the obj the animals are alive and moving (F complex example). The objects may b planes since the animals are swimmin focal length may differ between ima refocusing by the biologist.
Our DevStaR algorithm runs on av per image (1200x1600 pixels) on a Xeon processor (we currently use a q with 16GB RAM). We have dem algorithm can clearly distinguish b images with differing levels of letha applying it to assess data from hig interference (RNAi) screens.
Previous Work in Object Rec
A common approach in object re modeling an object and then applying or alignment to the image. Usually a se in the image is required, e.g., [14] [15] [16] . S 'top down', in the sense that a model i the image. The search procedure has space of model variability and thus can expensive [17] [18] [19] . Some approaches and organize objects as a combinatio [20] . We think the main limitation of Another common approac suggests learning to recognize [22] [23] [24] . This is a 'bottom up' a phase, as there is no explicit mo the absence of a model sugg discriminative process. Often t on a distance function from a the image to the set of examples also represented by a feature li the "bag of words" [25] . 
Our Approach: Hierar
We argue that an object composed of layers. Each lay which: (i) Evaluation functions Grouping mechanism of the un the score.
The output of each layer is these groups we get the units refer to this routine as a Hierarc Evaluation functions can u learning (discriminative) meth score. Grouping mechanisms c and topological constraints that a model-based method can do. 
Specific Contributions
We think our primary contrib development of our DevStaR system, the need for a human to spend man analyzing images. In fact thousands o being produced per day, and thus it is for humans to visually process them all Many previously developed vision described as following our HP includi here, such as the symmetry axis. introduce a novel method for lab simultaneously grouping and labeling method also follows our HP. We algorithm as a grouping mechanism to ambiguities left by scores of the lear approach of using learning methods followed by a graph algorithm to grou score ambiguities can be applied to ma vision problems.
Another contribution of our work i the symmetry axis algorithm [33] . algorithm by enabling its application to than one boundary contour. In parti holes is described by the external sha internal hole contours. Our insight wa connecting the external and internal co Figure 3f and thus reduce to a one con This enables the use of a dynamic progr cores (for example, take similar labels). s in the label scores nt structures.
Hierarchical Approach
ution to be the which can replace ny hours manually of images are now s no longer possible l.
algorithms can be ing algorithms used
In this paper we beling objects by g object parts. This e use the min cut resolve object label rning machine. Our s to output scores up units and resolve any other computer is the expansion of . We expand the o shapes with more icular a shape with ape contour and the as to introduce a cut ontours as shown in ntour representation. ramming solution.
Let us now discuss our hiera precise way as applied to DevSt graph representation of the ima by G(v,e) where v is a vertex in in the graph. The image is d where v represents a pixel and represents an edge between eig image grid is defined by the se our approach (summarized in F Scores, and Grouping of each la
Layer 0: Attention (Ar
We must first choose withi interest in which we will perfo The objects (Figure 1 ) are all in more or less circular shape in th Units: The nodes of the pixel Scores: Features such as th pixel can be extracted from th nodes v in G p (v,e). Steerable fi image contrast in different sca the score assigned to each nod these filters, though we could from learning [29] .
Grouping: We want to group (pw). We use a circle shape as group the SF responses. The b largest sum of SF responses sa vertices on the circumference, direction of the circumference graph G pw (v,e).
Layer 1: Filtering and
The Units of this layer are t main problem here for segmen contrast variation, both within apply this layer separately to se objects. To remove the small o blur with sigma = 6. The blurri objects by mixing backgroun pixels. After the large objects them from G pw (v,e) and use thi small objects.
Units: The nodes of the graph

Scores:
The score combine image at each vertex v into one Grouping: We select pixels for E(v). The well area is submachine: each layer is uter vision component vity to group the units archical approach in a more taR. Our starting point is a age. A graph is represented n the graph and e is an edge defined in a graph G p (v,e), stores the grey level, and e ght neighboring pixels. The et (v,e).Below we describe Figure 2 ) in terms of Units, ayer.
ea of Interest)
in each image the area of orm the search for objects. nside the well, which has a he image (Figure 3a) .
e contrast surrounding the he image and stored in the lters (SF) [31] measure the ales and directions and are de v. We chose to model instead have derived them p the pixels inside the well the geometric constraint to best circle (group) has the ampled uniformly along 32 , and in the perpendicular (Figure 3a) . We output the Segmentation the nodes of G pw (v,e). The ntation is illumination and n and across images. We egment the small and large objects we apply a Gaussian ing visually removes small nd and object grey level are segmented we remove is graph as the units for the h G pw (v,e).
s the SF responses to the quantity, the energy E(v).
based on a threshold value divided into sectors, and a local threshold value is defined by the in each image sector. The threshold thu and between images to account illumination. Pixels that pass the local grouped into connected components. graphs of each connected componen precisely, , , 1, … , , convex hull graph of one connected co i, and assuming there are large obj accurate segmentation we apply the min add an edge connecting the vertices source and to the sink, giving a weigh to the edge, where Th is the median v E(v) within G CHi (v,e). In this way loc affect the Th value of each G CHi (v, optimized edge weight μ is also added neighboring pixels, which encourages same label (μ is the same for all image min-cut algorithm [32] to obtain the Due to overlaps of objects, a region than one object. The output of this boundaries of these segmented regions a region is a graph: an ordered list of where the coordinates are stored in the the graph edges connect one pixel v yielding the order. Thus, the output o large objects is Γ CH v, e , i 1, … , L the small objects is
is the number of small objects fou Therefore, total number of objects fo isN L S . Results of the shown in Figures 3 and 6. 
Layer 2: Object parts and dec
In the second layer we apply a mode a shape mechanism able to break regio (Figure 4) . The idea is that even if m overlapping and creating one region, t (Figure 4c ), yielding Γ 1 (s) and Γ
Scores:
The symmetry scorin graph Γ CH v, e is a co-circul 4b):
, where and are the n respective parameterizations, corresponding unit tangent ve product of two vectors. Perfec score S(s,t)=0 and the more sym is the score.
Grouping:
A tree graph stru apply the dynamic programmin find the best pairwise matching optimal symmetry pairing, tak cost of equation (1) and a penalt parts created (Figure 4d,e) . Oth can be considered (e.g. [34] ).
The first output of this grou graph, in which graph edges re this tree, a dual tree is built so nodes on this dual tree and the linking object parts (Figure 3d tree graph as GT op (v, e), where = edge connecting nodes that parts. The dual tree representati representation for the object cat
ion of the well area as the optimal circle. The total score is d dots, magnified in yellow box). B) Boundary of segmented reg ions are shown with green triangles. d) Tree structures whe ructure of d, represented as GT op (v, e).f) A tree graph of objec results of the category labels after application of the min-cut lt worm (blue).
metry axis method to break oundaries described by the , N CH .For each region ordered list of pixels. This o "opposite" ways: counterclockwise with parameter t Γ 2 (t). node coordinates for the , τ and ̃ are the ectors and is the dot ct symmetric elements have mmetric a pair is, the lower ucture is imposed, and we ng algorithm from [33] to g of elements to obtain the ing into account the score ty for the number of object her algorithms for this task uping mechanism is a tree epresent object parts. From o that object parts become bifurcations become edges d, e). We will refer to this v = part of an object and e t represent adjacent object ion, GT op (v, e), is a natural tegorization process.
the sum over 32 uniformly gion (red). c) Extraction of ere edges store object part ct parts with the addition of t algorithm. The egg clump
There is one parameter which contro create a branch in the tree, otherwise an shape will lead to a small branch of the is extremely robust, as we set the par images. Figures3 and 5 show typical with this method occurs when shapes h boundary contour (see Figure5) . This due to overlaps of objects and ev deformation. We thus had to creat solution. Our insight was to select boundary contour, and then to app surgery" to link the two boundary shap long unique boundary shape (Figure 4f is used to select the closest pair of p distance, where one point is on the in the other on the outline. We then dynamic programming algorithm to boundary shape. Figure 5 shows an illu 
Layer 3: Object part la deconstruction II
We will now address categorization. Our object labe "egg clump" or "egg" or "larva of different categories, it would one object label or categor Therefore, we must focus on th the object parts and then group the final object labels.
Units: nodes in the graph GT
Scores:
We desire to prod categories. We know that large egg clumps, and that small o individual eggs. We therefore f problem of large object catego many examples of worms and that the characteristics that dist their thickness, elongation, size boundary contour. Instead of de to optimally combine this inform procedure. The input features following list: area, length of th the boundary contour, and cha ∑(∆ w ), where ∆ w is the differe consecutive matches along t feature was calculated at three difference in width for adjac matches, and every five match sum of the number of times tha often ∆ w switches direction: a contour will give a high value, circle will give a very low value abeling and the problem of object l categories are "worm" or a". For overlapping objects d make no sense to output ry for an entire region. he problem of first labeling ing object parts to produce T op (v, e).
duce scores for the four objects are only worms or objects are only larvae or focus on the more difficult orization. From examining egg clumps, we concluded tinguish the two shapes are , and the smoothness of the etermining empirically how mation, we apply a learning of the object parts are the he symmetry axis, length of ange in width(calculated as nce between the widths of the object part).This last different scales, taking the cent matches, every three hes. We also consider the at ∆ w changes sign, i.e. how a very "bumpy" boundary , whereas that of a smooth e.
outline of regions, internal frequently in images due to rmations (worms can loop illustrates examples of our f introducing a "topological ntours. Every 5th pair-wise ting matching pixels on each
In total we extracted 13 features for e SVM learning method [35] was tra examples. The SVM assigns a score to negative score for one label and a po other. The magnitude of this score decided the algorithm is about the labe Grouping: We observed that som scores favor the "wrong" category, so th score would assign some incorrect ca more information than just object pa have the tree graph, from which the p parts is easily accessed (Figure 3e ). Ou this proximity in the tree graph to better Typically the nodes with scores that wo label had a neighbor node with stronge more discriminative power, and so cou score of their neighbor. To produce exploit this neighbor structure, we a algorithm (Figure 3f ) using edge we source and sink determined from the edge weights µ between the node proximity in the tree graph. This group clear improvement in our results (Fig  parameter, µ, was used for grouping. value for µ for all images tested.
We are thus proposing a novel meth in the presence of overlapping, occl Assuming a segmentation of the ove done, we use the symmetry axis to b parts, followed by labeling the object p method. The final label of the objects is via the grouping of the parts and the separate objects and final labels.
Experiments
The biological images to which algorithm are inherently challenging fo analysis: they show high variation i contrast, and images often contain com and deformations of the objects to perform DevStaR we need to segment elegans developmental stage from an performance even in these difficult con The pixel area of each developmental s calculate a quantitative measure of le population of adults, larvae, and eggs.
In order to analyze the performanc system, we first evaluated performanc labels. We compared pixel values label with manual coloring of objects by a hu same set of images. The latter i consuming and was performed sp evaluation; when a human scores imag each object part. An ained using ~2000 o each category -a ositive score for the tells us how well l category. me object part label hat thresholding the ategories. We have art scores; we also proximity of object ur insight was to use r resolve the scores. ould give the wrong r scores that carried uld help correct the e final scores that applied the min-cut eights between the e SVM output, and es based on their ping process gave a gure 3g). Only one We used the same hod to label objects lusions and clutter. erlapping objects is break the object in parts with a learning s then accomplished eir scores into final h we applied our or automated image n illumination and mplicated occlusions be classified. To t and label each C. n image with good nditions ( Figure 6 ). stage can be used to ethality in a mixed ce of our DevStaR ce in terms of pixel led by the algorithm uman expert for the is extremely time ecifically for this es for lethality, s/he usually estimates the numb developmental stage, reserv exceptional cases. Thus while t idea of the object recognition er represent a direct comparison human scoring. We assume tha correct and calculate the numb false negative (FN), true positi (TN) pixels segmented and labe We evaluated precision and objects from background and labeling of each developmenta comparisons of objects/backgro algorithm has both high rec DevStaR accurately matches a total objects and the location of For eggs, there is only one measures: an image containing is mislabeled. Since most of th clump together to form one ob mislabeled then a large proport accurately detected. This probl arises from a single object label this problem by using the scores each category label and comp category as a weighed sum of recall are lowest for larvae, m between DevStaR and the hum pixels on these relatively smal small and only contain roughly one pixel around the object bo large error in total larval area. by the biologist also contained (Figure 7 ). For the ound and adult labeling, our call and precision -i.e. human estimation of both f adult worms in an image. clear low outlier in both a large clump of eggs that he eggs in an image often bject (see Figure 6 ), if it is tion of the eggs will not be lem is hard to avoid, as it ling error. We can approach s from layer 3 as weights to puting pixel area of each f the pixels. Precision and mainly due to differences man in labeling boundary ll objects. Larvae are very 250 pixels; thus an error of undary can translate into a The set of images colored d relatively few larvae, so mentation and labeling from arvae (red), and eggs (green).
any discrepancy would represent a larg total pixels segmented and labeled as can largely be overcome later by count objects of appropriate sizes as individua
We also evaluated sensitivity vs. object/background separation and for and labeling of adults, larvae, and sensitivity is the same as precision specificity for the object/background developmental stages tells us that D labels background (which constitutes than each class of object).
In order to evaluate whether DevS measure the lethality or surviva discriminate between images with d lethality, we used data from mutant containing temperature sensitive (ts) al a mutation in a gene that causes lo reduced function at a restrictive (high retains normal or near-normal functio (normal) temperature. Using a C. elega ts allele for an embryonic lethal gen lethality by adjusting the temperature i is raised. The expected level of le temperatures for different mutant strain
We use the total labeled pixe developmental stage as a proxy for elegans progeny that are alive (larvae) calculate ratios of these areas as a meas survival.
These relative areas g discriminative power that we do not survival in terms of the percentage which we would need to divide the tot area per animal). In testing on more 
Conclusion
We have presented an object recognition machine that can accurately measure the amounts of adult worms, larvae and embryos from high throughput image data and therefore produce a quantitative measure of the lethality phenotype. The techniques applied in this application can be generalized to other object recognition problems, especially image analysis of high throughput biological image data.
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